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Abstract. A versatile biomedical ultrasound system has been developed and tested. The system
controls and monitors high-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) exposures designed to produce
therapeutic tissue lesions primarily by thermal phenomena. The system is used with custom
HIFU transducer arrays that contain central diagnostic transducer arrays. The diagnostic and
visualization functions are performed using a subsystem that provides full digital control over
high-resolution diagnostic ultrasound arrays. Custom software controls all aspects of the
imaging (e.g., electronic focusing and frame rates) with scripts and a graphical user interface.
The HIFU transducer is excited using a 16-channel power amplifier controlled by a digital
subsystem and waveform synthesizers. Software operator control is also provided for desired
HIFU exposure parameters (apodization, frequency, time duration, focal length, intensity) and a
variety of synchronous excitation modes for the HIFU and diagnostic arrays.

INTRODUCTION
A versatile system has been developed to evaluate integrated exposure and
monitoring capabilities for ultimate clinical applications of high-intensity focused
ultrasound (HIFU) in cardiology and cancer therapy. The system employs transducer
assemblies that comprise HIFU arrays with central diagnostic arrays for positioning
and synchronous monitoring of induced tissue state changes. Both transducer arrays
are operated under digital control enabling diverse exposure modes and visualization
procedures, which include conventional ultrasonic imaging modes and advanced
modes employing digital analysis of radio-frequency (RF) ultrasound echo signals.
The system is now operational and tests of basic performance have been successful.
The system consists of the transducer assembly, a digital imaging system, a HIFU
excitation system, and an RF data acquisition system. All operations are run under the
control of a single personal computer to integrate all functions. Subsystems are
described in the following sections.
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IMAGING SYSTEM
The ultrasonic imaging system is an ultrasound engine (model AN2300, Analogic
Corp., Peabody MA USA) that provides digital control over all conventional imaging
procedures with a variety of ultrasonic arrays. Our current system employs a B-K
Medical (Copenhagen, Denmark) model 8663 phased array (48 element; dynamic
focusing from 5 to 57 mm), which can be operated between 5 and 7.5 MHz.
The imaging engine runs under control of an internal personal computer, which also
serves as the central interface to other systems. This computer provides control over
transducer excitation and dynamic focusing; it also permits control of tissue
visualization using B-mode, Doppler, and harmonic imaging.
The system has been specially augmented to provide ECG triggering and to allow
synchronous diagnostic imaging with HIFU exposures.

HIFU EXCITATION SYSTEM
The HIFU excitation system, developed by Spectrasonics Imaging, Inc. (Wayne PA
USA), currently provides 16 independent channels (expandable) to drive HIFU arrays.
Each channel supplies a pre-programmed excitation waveform to electrodes of the
HIFU array using special-purpose C language APIs to control apodization, focusing,
repetition rates, and power levels for each HIFU channel. Scripts and user-friendly
menus expedite HIFU-beam control.

TRANSDUCER ASSEMBLY
Currently, the system is employed with an initial set of HIFU transducers, each of
which has a central diagnostic array. These HIFU transducers (Sonic Concepts, Inc.,
Woodinville WA USA) have center frequencies of 5 MHz, outer diameters of 33 mm,
and focal lengths of 35 mm. Central 14 mm diameter apertures accommodate coaxial
diagnostic arrays.
Three types of HIFU transducers have been constructed: spherical cap, 5-element
annular array, and 5-element strip array. The strip-electrode transducer provides a
variety of asymmetric focused beams designed to provide “paddle-shaped” lesions
with controlled aspect ratios. These asymmetric beams can expedite treatment of large
tumor volumes [1].
All transducers have now been successfully tested with the complete system.

INTEGRATED OPERATIONAL MODES
The system can execute a number of special operational modes in addition to
conventional visualization. All of these use RF echo-signal acquisition from the
diagnostic transducer. They currently employ rapid off-line processing but facilities
are being implemented for future on-line application.
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The first mode (harmonic) launches a short (µs) pulse from the HIFU transducer
and employs the diagnostic array in a receive mode. Acquired RF echo signals are
then digitally filtered to compare fundamental-frequency signals with higher-order
harmonics. The purpose of this mode is to detect two phenomena: harmonic levels in
the incident HIFU beam which can affect absorbed dose levels, and bubbles induced
by cavitational, vaporization, or degassing during HIFU exposures [2].
The second mode acquires RF pulse-echo data (with the diagnostic transducer)
during brief examination periods interspersed in HIFU excitation pulses. This mode
supports ultrasonic spectrum analysis to monitor the fine-scale morphology changes
induced during ultrasonic HIFU and hyperthermia [3].
The third mode involves transient radiation-force elastography to sense changes in
tissue stiffness and attenuation induced by HIFU exposures [4, 5]. In this mode, the
HIFU transducer generates a relatively short (ms) push pulse and the diagnostic
transducer is used to track fine tissue motion induced by radiation force. The
technique employs RF cross-correlation algorithms for this tracking. Measurements
are made before, during, and after HIFU exposures to monitor tissue changes.

SUMMARY
An integrated HIFU system combining synchronous exposure and monitoring
modes has been implemented and tested. The system provides a framework for current
in-vitro and in-vivo experiments and will be used as the basis for further expansions in
terms of transducers, functions, and on-line monitoring.
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